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PREFACE 

This volume is the third in a series of volumes that describe computer 
programs routinely used at the Hanford Meteorological Station (HMS) (e.g., 
data entry programs}. Each volume, which documents one computer code, consists 
of a program overview, user's guide, description of input, a detailed program 
description and flowchart, and a listing of the source code. 

The first seven volumes present the data entry programs used at the HMS 
for archiving and checking various types of data. All of these programs use 
a data entry form to facilitate data input, and each code calls the same series 
of subroutines that control and display the data entry form at the user's 
terminal. The subroutines were generated from the program FORMEDIT, which 
was developed by John Wiberg of the Computer Science staff in the Engineering 
Physics Department at Pacific Northwest Laboratory. An informal user's guide 
to the FORMEDIT program that describes how to create, modify, and eliminate 
data entry forms is available from the HMS system manager. 
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SUMMARY 

At the end of each graveyard shift the Hanford Meteorological Station 
(HMS), operated by Pacific Northwest Laboratory, issues a forecast of eight 
hourly average wind speeds and wind gusts for the 50-ft level. The Hanford 
Waste Management crew uses this forecast, called the tank farm forecast, to 
schedule daily work loads. The forecast covers an 8-hour period [0800-1600 
during Pacific Standard Time (PST) or 0700-1500 during Pacific Daylight Time 
(PDT)] and the day-shift forecaster may modify the tank farm forecast to reflect 
changing wind conditions. The TANK computer code is used to archive these 
forecasts and apply quality assurance checks to the forecast data. The code 
accesses an input file, which contains the date of the previous forecast, and 
an output file, which contains tank farm forecasts for the current month. 
The program includes a data entry form consisting of 12 fields that must be 
filled in by the user. The information entered on the form is appended to 
the monthly forecast file, which provides an archive for the tank farm 
forecasts. This volume describes the implementation and operation of the 
TANK computer code at the HMS. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The Hanford Meteorological Station (HMS) was established in 1944 on the 
Hanford Site to collect and archive meteorological data and to provide weather 
forecasts for Hanford project activities. The HMS is located in the northwest 
quadrant of the Hanford Site and is operated by the Pacific Northwest Laboratory 
(PNL). 

The HMS staff issue B·hour tank farm forecasts in support of operations 

and research for the U.S. Department of Energy at Richland (DOE-RL) and 
associated contractors within the Hanford Site boundaries. These forecasts 
are issued at the end of each graveyard shift, and are used mostly by the 
Westinghouse waste management crews to schedule their daily work loads. If 
wind conditions are forecast to include gusts over 15 mph, all outside waste 
management operations must stop. Conversely, if wind gusts are forecast to 
stay at or under 15 mph, outside waste management operations may continue. 
The forecasts are issued for the day shift hours [0800-1600 during Pacific 
Standard Time (PST) or 0700-1500 during Pacific Daylight Time (PDT)], and 
consist of eight hourly average wind speeds for the 50-ft level. If the hourly 
average wind speed is forecast to be less than or equal to 15 mph the forecast 
may include a gust code, which indicates that gusts over 15 mph are expected 
with the hourly average wind speed. Forecasters use the TANK computer code 
to archive and apply quality assurance checks to the tank farm forecasts. 
The archive is maintained in disk files on the HMS computer system (OEC VAX 
11/750). 

The following sections in the volume describe the implementation and 
operation of the TANK computer code. Appendix A contains a description and 
flowchart of the TANK computer code and Appendix B contains a source listing 
of the TANK computer code. 
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THE TANK COMPUTER CODE 

The TANK computer code provides a method for archiving data obtained 
from the tank farm forecasts. The code has replaced manual entry of data via 
computer cards and a keypunch. The TANK code was written, compiled, and linked 
on the DEC VAX ll/75D at the HMS and is executed once a day during the day 
shift. 

PROGRAM OVERVIEW 

The TANK computer code accesses one input file and one output file. The 
input file contains the previous forecast's date, and the output file consists 
of tank farm forecasts for the current month. The convention used in naming 
the monthly forecast files is TNKFCSTxxx.DAT where the xxx is the three
character abbreviation of the current month (e.g., AUG for August). (Refer 
to Appendix A for more information about input/output operations.) 

The program begins by displaying a data entry form on the terminal screen 
(Fig. 1). The length of each field is indicated by the number of X's next to 
the field name. The program fills in the date field by accessing an input 
file to obtain the previous forecast's date. You are then prompted to enter 
data for the remaining input fields. You can exit the data entry form after 
filling in all the input fields. The screen clears, and a prompt to make any 
needed corrections appears on the screen. Once all the input values are 
correct, you can exit the program and the forecast is appended to the current 
monthly tank farm forecast file. 

USER'S GUIDE FOR THE TANK COMPUTER CODE 

This section describes how to invoke the TANK computer code on the HMS 
DEC VAX 11/750 computer and how to respond to the various prompts associated 
with the code. We assume that you know how to access the FCST account on the 
HMS computer, and that you have some basic knowledge of the VAX operating 
system. The terminal must be in the DEC VT100 terminal mode before executing 
the TANK code. To determine the terminal status, simply type SHOW TERMINAL 
and depress the RETURN key. A list of terminal characteristics appears on 
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HMS TANK FARM WIND FORECAST INPUT FORM 

DATE: xxxxxx GRAVE FCSTR: x DAY FCSTR: x 

SPD HOUR 1: XXX SPD HOUR 2: XXX SPD HOUR 3: XXX SPD HOUR 4: XXX 

SPD HOUR 5: XXX SPD HOUR 6: XXX SPD HOUR 7: XXX SPD HOUR 8: XXX 

SPD HOUR 9: XXX 

***** NOTE ***** 
During PST fill in hours 2 - 9 and hit default for hour 1 
During PDT fill in hours 1 - 8 and hit default for hour 9 

FIGURE 1. Example of the Data Entry Form Used by the Tank Computer Code 

the screen. Check to make sure the terminal type is set to VT100. If it is 
not, type SET TERMINAL/VT100 and depress the RETURN key. Currently, the HMS 
is equipped with several Tektronix 4107 terminals that can emulate the VT100 
terminal. 

Basically, there are six steps to executing the TANK computer code, filling 
in the data entry form, and terminating the program. These steps are listed 
below and will be discussed in detail in the following paragraphs: 

• log in to the HMS computer (need the FCST password) 
• type RUN TANK, then depress the RETURN key 
• fill in the data entry form 
• exit the form 
• answer "yes" or 11 no" to "need corrections 11 prompt 

• terminate program. 

To log in, depress the RETURN key a couple of times. The computer responds 
with the prompt USERNAME:. Enter FCST and depress the RETURN key. The computer 
then responds with the prompt PASSWORD:. You must know the password to the 
FCST account before logging in to the HMS computer. Enter the correct password. 
If you fail to answer either of these prompts correctly the computer repeats 

the appropriate prompt. You are given three chances to enter the correct 
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response. By logging into the FCST account, you are placed in the [FCST] 
directory and can immediately invoke the TANK computer code. 

The TANK code is invoked by typing RUN TANK and depressing the RETURN 
key. When this action is done, the screen clears and the data entry form 
appears. You can now begin data entry. If problems occur when executing the 
code refer to the "Trouble-Shooting" section of this volume for help. 

The data entry form appears on the screen as shown in Figure 1 with the 
cursor in field two (GRAVE FCSTR). The date field (first field) is filled in 
by the program. A prompt appears on the screen at the bottom of the data 
entry form for each field. Included with each prompt is a default value and 
a valid range or list of matching values from which the input must be selected. 
To enter data into a field, simply type in the requested data and depress the 
RETURN key. Integers are used for all input. The default value may be entered 
by depressing the ENTER key or the SELECT DEFAULT key, which is found on some 
Tektronix terminals. This action enters the default value. The input value 
appears in the field (assuming a valid value or default value was entered) 
while the cursor moves from left to right into the next field. After data 
are entered in the rightmost field, the cursor moves down one line to the 
leftmost field. When a value is entered in all the fields, you should check 
the fields for mistakes. If corrections are needed use the up, down, right, 

and left arrow keys (t.~.•.•) located at the top of the keyboard to move within 
the form. Once you are satisfied that the entered values are correct, depress 
the EXIT key to exit the form. You may exit the data entry form from any 
field. 

The TANK program provides for two phases of quality assurance to the 
input data. The first phase is applied as you enter the input data for each 
field. An error message appears at the bottom of the form if the input value 
is not within the valid range or valid list of matching numbers, and you are 
then given the opportunity to enter another value for that field. The second 
phase occurs when you exit the form and the 11 need corrections 11 prompt appears 
below the information entered in the form. You can check the input values 
for validity and make necessary corrections. 
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After exiting the form, the program displays the information entered 
into the data entry form on the terminal in the format in which it is appended 
to the monthly file (e.g., TNKFCSTxxx.DAT). A prompt appears just below the 
information asking if you would care to make any corrections. If no corrections 
are needed, enter N or n and the program appends the data to the monthly file. 
If corrections are needed, enter Y or y and the program returns to the data 
entry form mode. At this time, the entered values appear in their respective 
fields. Incorrect value(s) can be corrected by using the arrow keys to move 
the cursor to the appropriate field. When all corrections have been made, 
you can exit the form by depressing the EXIT key. You can exit the data entry 
form from any field; it is not necessary to move to the last field. 

The TANK program is terminated by answering n(o) or N(o) to the "need 
corrections .. prompt. The entered data are appended to the monthly file and 

the program terminates with a FORTRAN STOP message written to your terminal. 
The monthly data files for the tank farm forecasts are located in the [FCST.DAT] 
directory. Each file contains all of the tank farm forecasts for any single 
month. 

DESCRIPTION OF INPUT 

The data entry form consists of 12 fields; integer values must be provided 
for 11 of these fields. The program provides the value for the first field, 
which is the date field. When you move the cursor to one of the other 11 
input fields, the code provides a prompt related to the required input. The 
prompt consists of a brief description of the field, the valid range or list 
of matching numbers from which the input value must be selected, and a default 
value (refer to the 11 User•s Guide 11 section for information on how to input 
the default value). There are nine fields for entering eight !-hour wind 
forecasts. A message at the bottom of the form explains how to enter the 
data during PST or PDT (see Fig. 1). Table 1 describes each of the input 
fields. 

The following list describes each input field, the associated range or 
list of matching values from which the input must be selected, and the default 
value. 
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Input Field 

DATE 
GRAVE FCSTR 
DAY FCSTR 

SPEED 1 
SPEED 2 
SPEED 3 
SPEED 4 
SPEED 5 
SPEED 6 
SPEED 7 
SPEED 8 
SPEED 9 

TABLE 1. Reference Guide to Input Fields 

Description 

YYMMDD 
graveyard forecaster id 

day forecaster id 
hourly wind spd (mph) & gust code 
hourly wind spd (mph) & gust code 
hourly wind spd (mph) & gust code 
hourly wind spd (mph) & gust code 
hourly wind spd (mph) & gust code 
hourly wind spd (mph) & gust code 
hourly wind spd (mph) & gust code 
hourly wind spd (mph) & gust code 
hourly wind spd (mph) & gust code 

Range or List/Default 

860101-990101 I 999999 
1 - 9 I o 
1 - 9 I o 

ooo - 115 I 999 
ooo - 115 I 999 
ooo - 115 I 999 
ooo - 115 I 999 
ooo 115 I 999 
ooo - 115 I 999 
000 - 115 I 999 
ooo - 115 I 999 
ooo 115 I 999 

1) DATE - The date format is YYMMDD: where YY is the last two digits 
of the current year (e.g., 87 for 1987), MM is the numerical 
equivalent of the month (e.g., 04 represents April), and DO is the 
day of the month. An example of a date is 870421 which is April 
21, 1987. The range of the date is 860101 (i.e., January 1, 1986) 
through 990101 (i.e., January 1, 1999). The default value for the 
date is 999999. This value indicates that the date is missing for 
the forecast. 

2) GRAVE FCSTR - This field contains the graveyard forecaster 1 s 
identification (ID) code. Each forecaster is assigned an ID code 
that he must enter in the data entry form to indicate who issued 
the forecast. The range of this code is from 1 through 9 with a 
default value of 0. The 0 default value indicates an ID has not 
been assigned. 

3) DAY FCSTR- This field contains the day forecaster's ID code. Each 
forecaster is assigned an ID code that he must enter in the data 
entry form to indicate who issued the forecast. The range of this 
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code is from I through 9 with a default value of 0. The 0 default 
value indicates an 10 code has not been assigned. 

4) SPEED I - The input value for this field includes the forecast hourly 
wind speed and a gust code for the first hour (0800-0900 PDT) of 
the tank farm forecast period. The code for this field consists of 
three digits. The first digit is a gust code that indicates if 
gusts greater than or equal to 15 mph are expected when the hourly 
average wind speed is predicted to be 15 mph or less. The values 
are 1 or 0; 1 indicates gusts will occur and 0 indicates gusts will 
not occur. The second and third digit indicate the hourly average 
wind speed in whole miles-per-hour. If the hourly average wind 
speed is predicted to be greater than 15 mph a gust code of 0 is 
entered. For example, an entry of 020 indicates the hourly average 
wind speed is expected to be 20 mph with no gusts. An entry of 110 
indicates the hourly average wind speed is expected to be 10 mph 
with gusts over 15 mph. The valid range is DOO through 115. The 
default for this field is 999, which indicates wind speed and gusts 
were not forecast for this hour. This field is filled in during 
PDT; it is not filled in during PST. 

5) SPEED 2 - The input value for this field includes the forecast hourly 
wind speed and a gust code for the second hour (0700-0800 PST or 
0900-1000 PDT) of the tank farm forecast period. The explanation 
for this field is the same as that for field 4, except this field is 
filled in during both PDT and PST. 

6) SPEED 3 - The input value for this field includes the forecast hourly 
wind speed and a gust code for the third hour (0800-0900 PST or 
1000-1100 POT) of the tank farm forecast period. The explanation 
for this field is the same as that for field 4, except this field 
is filled in during both POT and PST. 

7) SPEED 4 - The input value for this field includes the forecast hourly 
wind speed and a gust code for the fourth hour (0900-1000 PST or 
1100-1200 PDT) of the tank farm forecast period. The explanation 
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for this field is the same as that for field 4, except this field is 
filled in during both PDT and PST. 

8) SPEED 5 - The input value for this field includes the forecast hourly 
wind speed and a gust code for the fifth hour (1000-1100 PST or 
1200-1300 PDT) of the tank farm forecast period. The explanation 
for this field is the same as that for field 4, except this field 
is filled in during both PDT and PST. 

9) SPEED 6 - The input value for this field includes the forecast hourly 
wind speed and a gust code for the sixth hour (1100-1200 PST or 
1300-1400 PDT) of the tank farm forecast period. The explanation 
for this field is the same as that for field 4, except this field 
is filled in during both PDT and PST. 

10) SPEED 7 - The input value for this field includes the forecast hourly 
wind speed and a gust code for the seventh hour (1200-1300 PST or 
1400-11500 PDT) of the tank farm forecast period. The explanation 
for this field is the same as that for field 4, except this field 
is filled in during both PDT and PST. 

II) SPEED 8 - The input value for this field includes the forecast 
hourly wind speed and a gust code for the eighth hour 
(1300-1400 PST or 1500-1600 PDT) of the tank farm forecast period. 
The explanation for this field is the same as that for field 4, 
except this field is filled in during both PDT and PST. 

12) SPEED 9 - The input value for this field includes the forecast hourly 
wind speed and a gust code for the ninth hour (1400-1500 PST) of 
the tank farm forecast period. The explanation for this field is 
the same as that for field 4, except this field is filled in during 
PST and not during PDT. 
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TROUBLE-SHOOTING THE TANK COMPUTER CODE 

This section provides information that may help resolve problems that 
occur when operating the TANK computer code. We assume that you are familiar 
with the VAX EDT editor and the VAX operating system commands. Basically, 
there are three types of failure or problem areas: terminal (i.e., CRT), 
system, and/or program. The following sections discuss problems or failures 
that may occur when using the TANK computer code and the suggested recovery 
procedures. If a series of recovery actions are suggested, you should try 
them in sequence until the problem or failure is resolved. Remember that the 
date is incremented each time you execute the TANK program. Therefore, you 
may need to edit the [FCST.PREVIOUS_DATE]TNKFCST_DATE.DAT file to reflect the 
desired date after you have tried the recovery procedures. 

TERMINAL PROBLEMS/FAILURES 

Problem: Terminal does not respond. 
Recovery: Determine if terminal is on. On Tektronix terminals the 

on/off switch is located in the front and to the right. 

Determine if the dimmer switch is turned all the way down. On 
Tektronix terminals the dimmer switch is located in the front 
and to the right. Turn the switch clockwise to increase the 
light intensity on the screen. 

If the above actions fail to get a response from the terminal, 
ask the instrument specialist (the HMS Room 125) to check the 
terminal. 

SYSTEM PROBLEMS/FAILURES 

Problem: System does not respond to operating system commands or 
carriage returns. 

Recovery: Check with the Emergency Meteorological System (EMS) computer 
manager (Eric Stephan, 376-1107, or Ora Gifford, 373-3216) to 
see if the HMS computer system is dawn for maintenance or repair. 
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If the EMS computer manager indicates the HMS computer system 
is operating, turn the terminal off, wait approximately 15 to 
20 seconds, and turn the terminal back on. Depress the RETURN 
key several times to get the attention of the computer system. 

If the above actions fail ask an instrument specialist to 
examine the computer and notify the EMS computer manager. 

PROGRAM PROBLEMS/FAILURES 

Problem: Terminal not correctly displaying data entry form. 
Recovery: Depress the CTRL key and the Y key simultaneously to get to 

the dollar sign prompt. Type SET TERMINAL/VTlOO and depress 
RETURN. Try running the program again. 

Depress the SETUP key at the top of the keyboard. The terminal 
should respond with an asterisk. Type CODE ANSI and 
depress RETURN, then depress the SETUP key. Try running 
the program again. 

Problem: Terminal displaying garbled data. 
Recovery: Depress the SETUP key at the top of the keyboard. The 

terminal should respond with an asterisk. Type CODE ANSI, 
depress RETURN, then depress the SETUP key. 

Problem: Program TANK.EXE cannot be found or program has been "trashed" 
in some way. 

Recovery: Copy backup version to the FCST directory. Type 
COPY [FCST.DATA_ENTRY]TANK.EXE [FCST]TANK.EXE. Try running 
the program again. 

Problem: Input file ([FCST.PREV!OUS_DATE]TNKFCST_DATE.OAT) or output 
file ([FCST.OAT]TNKFCSTxxx.OAT where xxx is the three
character abbreviation of the current month) cannot be 
found. 
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Recovery: Check the [FCST.PREVIOUS_OATE] directory for the input file or 
the [FCST.DAT] directory for the output file. 

If file(s) is intact, try copying the backup version of 
TANK.EXE to the [FCST] directory (see above for directions). 
Try running the code again. 
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APPENDIX A 

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION AND FLOWCHART 

This discussion describes the operations and logical flow of the TANK 
computer code. A flowchart indicating the general operations and logical 
sequence of the TANK code is shown at the end of this appendix. The flowchart 
is divided into three sections by two dashed lines. The top and bottom sections 
are transparent to the user and do not require input from you. The middle 
section involves the data entry form that requires input from you. The 
following three paragraphs describe the operations within each section. For 
a more in-depth review of the operations and logical sequence of the program 
refer to the source listing in Appendix B. 

The program begins by opening the file TNKFCST_DATE.DAT, which contains 
one record with the previous forecast•s date. The program then reads the 
data. The TNKFCST_DATE.DAT file resides in the [FCST.PREVIOUS_DATE] sub
directory. The month from that date is then used to open the file 
TNKFCSTxxx.DAT (where xxx is the three-character abbreviation for the current 
month), which contains the tank farm forecast data for the current month. 
The TNKFCSTxxx.DAT file resides in the [FCST.DAT] sub-directory. The date is 
then incremented and entered into the TNKFCST DATE.DAT file. If the incremented 
date crosses over into the next month, a new TNKFCSTxxx.DAT file is opened 
(where xxx will then reflect the new month). At this point the code calls 
several subroutines that control and display a data entry form at your terminal. 

The TANK code uses a data entry form to facilitate data entry. The form 
consists of several input fields (see Fig. 1 in the main text), each of which 
represents a forecast variable. Each field is displayed in reverse video to 
highlight the field length. The fields are initially blank. Prompts will 
appear at the bottom of the form for an input value to describe the data 
required for the current field. The prompt consists of a brief description 
of the field, the valid range or list of values from which the input must be 
selected, and a default value. A valid entry must be made in the current 
field before the cursor moves to the next field. If the numeric value is 
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valid, the number is displayed in the appropriate field and the cursor moves 
to the next field when the ENTER key is depressed. If the input value is not 
valid, an error message occurs at the bottom of the form and the cursor remains 
in that field. When this occurs, the prompt reappears. 

After entering all the input data, the data entry process is terminated 
by depressing the EXIT key on the Tektronix 4107 terminal. The screen is 
then cleared, and the input data are displayed at the terminal in the data 
format used in the TNKFCSTxxx.OAT file. You are then asked if any corrections 
are needed before the record is appended to the current monthly file. If no 
corrections are needed, answer "no" to the "need corrections" prompt and the 
data are appended to the TNKFCSTxxx.DAT file. A message is displayed on the 
screen indicating the forecast has been appended to the current monthly file. 
The program terminates when the message FORTRAN STOP appears on the terminal. 
If corrections are needed, answer "yes" to the 11 need corrections" prompt and 
the code returns to the data entry form. The input values entered by you are 
displayed. You can move to the appropriate input field(s) (refer to the "User's 
Guide 11 section for information on how to move the cursor within the form) and 
change the value(s). Once all the value(s) are corrected, the data record is 
again displayed on the screen and you are given another opportunity to correct 
any mistakes. 
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TANK SOURCE CODE LISTING 



' 

21-Jul-1987 J8:44:23VAX FORTRAN V4.5-23B 9-Apr-1987 
15:32:540UAB:OFCST.DATA_ENTRY]TANK.FDR;7 

BBJl 
1!11!182 
8883 
8884 
8885 
IBIS 
0887 
BB08 
lfllf9 
BJ1.1 
0811 
lflll12 
811113 
0014 
lflll15 
01116 
0117 
llf18 
11119 
1182.1 
BJ58 
118511 
0111611 
11161 
lfll62 
81163 
8864 
81165 
8066 
8067 
11868 
11889 
11878 
111171 
81172 
111173 
11174 
111175 
11876 
11177 
111178 
11179 
1111180 
1881 
1882 
8083 
1084 
0085 
i1086 
11887 

c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
c 
C PRDGRAIII: TANK.FOR 
c 
C PROGIWIIER: GREGG ANDREJS 
c 
C FUNCTION: THIS PRDGRAW WAS DEVB..OPED TO FACILITATE THE ARCHVING 
C OF EIGHT HOUR TANK FARI.I FORECASTS. THE PROGRAlol ACCESSES 
C A PREVICLJS_DATE FILE TO CHECK WHEN THE LAST DATA ENTRY 
C WAS THEN INCREMENTS THE DATE AND MAKES CALLS TO 
C SUBROUTINES TO CREATE THE INPUT FORM. THE DATA IS 
C ENTERED AND THEN WRITTEN TO A t.IONTHLY FILE. THE 
C PROGIWI WILl. CREATE A NEJ t.ICNTHLY FILE WHEN NECESSARY. 
c 
C DATE: 1127186 
c 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

c 
c 
c 

INCLUDE 'ERDSIINCLUDE:FORt.IFLAGS.INC' 
DIWENSION t.ICNTH_NAt.IE{12) 

Byte For•_ Interface_ Record( 48) 
Integer•4 If lags ( 12) I For• flags 

Type Naae Field Pro•pt String 

Int.eger•4 I VARilil1 ! Date of Forecast {881111 - 9911181)1 Default = 999999 
Integer•4 I VARIIB2 ! Grave Yard Forecaster Identification (1- 9)1 Default= il 
Integer.4 I VARBB3 Day Forecaster Identification (1 -9)/ Default = B 
Integen4 I VARIIB4 ! lind Spd Hour 1 (B- 115)/ Default:: 1199 
Integert4 I VAJUIBS ! lind Spd Hour 2 (B - 115) I Defau It : 999 
Integen4 I VARIIBS ! lind Spd Hour 3 (B- 115)/ Default= 111111 
Integer•4 I VARBB7 ! lind Spd Hour 4 {I - 115) I Defau It = 11911 
Integer•4 I VARBJ8 I lind Spd Hour 5 (B- 115)1 Default= 9911 
Integen4 I VARBIJII ! lind Spd Hour 8 (B - 115) I Defau It :z: 999 
Int.egen4 I VARilliJ ! lind Spd Hour 7 (I - 115) I Defau It. :: 999 
Inte9en4 I VARIJ11 I Wind Spd Hour 8 (B - 115) I Defau It = 999 
Integen4 I VARB12 I lind Spd Hour 9 (B - 115)1 Default = 999 

INTEGER•4 YEAR, t.IDNTH, DAY, DAYS_IN_t.IDNTH(12), 
DAYS_IN_t.IDNTH_LY(12) 

CHARACTERtl SB..ECT 
CHARACTER•3 t.ICNTH NAt.IE 

Equivalence (For•_lnterface_Record, I_VARBBl) 

Co11on IForm_Recordl I_VARIIJ1, I_VARIIJ2, I_VARJJ3, I_VARBIJ4, 
I_VARBIIS, I_VARBII6, I_VARBB7, I_VARJBS, 
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81!188 
11889 

I_VARil89, I_VAR818, I_VARil11, I_VARil12 

11898 DATA DAYS_IN_VONTH/31, 28, 31, 38, 31, 38, 31, 31, 31, 31, 
8191 38, 31/ 
11892 
8893 DATA DAYS_IN_WONTH_LY/31, 29, 31, 38, 31, 311, 31, 31, 31, 
809-4 31, 38, 31/ 
11195 
8896 
11897 
01198 
81199 

OATAVONTH_NAME/'JAN', 'FEB', 'WAR', 'APR', 'WAY', 'JUH', 
'JU.', 'AUG', 'SEP', 'OCT', 'NOV', 'D'a:.'/ 

111118 WONTH FLAG : 8 
8181 
11112 
8113 
8184 
8186 18 
81118 
111117 
8188 

OPEN (UNIT=18, FILE=' [FCST. PREVIDUS_DATE]TNKFCST_ DATE. OAT', 
STATIJS:'OLD', IOSTAT=IER) 

IF(IER .NE. 8) WRITE(•,18) IER 
FORMAT (/6X, 'Error Opening [FCST. PREVIOUS _DATE] TNKFCST_ DATE', 

'.OAT Code- ',14) 

8189 C ....... READ PREVIOUS DATE AND HOUR FROW Sl.MlARY DATE FILE 
8118 C ....... AND OPEN WONlli.Y FILE 
8111 
8112 
8113 READ(18, '(312) ') YEAR, WDNTH, DAY 
8114 
8116 OPEN(UNIT=16, FILE:'(FCST.DAT]TNKFCST'//WDNTH_NAWE(WONTH)// 
8118 '.OAT', STATIJS:'OLD', ACCESS:'APPEND', 
8117 CARRIAGECONTROL:'LIST', IDSTAT:IER) 
8118 IF(IER .NE. 8) WRITE(t,88) IER, WONTH_NAWE(WONTH) 
8119 88 
8128 
8121 
8122 

FDRWAT(/6X,'Error Opening [FCST.DAT]TNKFCST',A3, 
'.OAT Code - ', 14) 

8123 C ...... INCRBIENT DATE AND OPEN NEJ WONTHI..Y FILE IF NEEDED 
8124 
8126 
8128 
IJ127 

-IF(DAY.EQ.31 .AND. WONTH.EQ.12) THEN ! check for end of year 

8128 
8129 
1131 
1131 
8132 
11133 
8134 
8136 
1138 28 
8137 
8138 
8139 ELSE 
8148 
1141 

YEAR " YEAR • 1 
WONTH "' 1 

DAY "' 1 
WONTH_FLAG = 1 
OPEN(UNIT.,l1, FILE:'[FCST.DAT]TNKFCST'//WONTH_NAME(WONTH)// 

'.OAT', STATlJS=.'NEI', CARRIAGECDNTRDL:'LIST', 
IDSTAT=IER) 

IF(IER .NE. I) WRITE(t,28) IER, WDNTH_NAWE(WONTH) 
FORWAT(/6X, 'Error Opening [FCST.DAT]TNKFCST' ,A3, 

'.OAT Code - ', 14) 

IF(t.IDD(YEAR,4) .EQ. 8) THEN ! check for leap year 
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!111-42 
!11143 
!11144 
1145 
1146 
8147 
!11148 
!11149 
115!11 
1151 
!11152 
1153 
!11154 
!11155 
!11166 
!11157 
1158 
1159 
116!11 
!11161 
!11162 
8163 

8164 
11165 
!11166 
8167 
1168 
1169 
!1117!11 
!11171 
8172 
1173 
11174 

!11175 
1176 

asE 

IF(DAY.~.DAYS_IN_MONTH_LY(MONTH)) THEN 

asE 

MONTH = MONTH • 1 
DAY = 1 

MONTH FLAG " 1 
OPEN(UNIT:11, FILE:'[FCST.DAT]TNKFCST'// 

MCNTH_KAWE(WONTH}//' .OAT', STAnJS.,'NEI', 
CARRIAGECONTROL:'LIST', IOSTAT=IER) 

IF(IER .NE. B) IRITE(•,2B) IER, MONTH_NAWE(MONTH) 

DAY=DAY•1 

END IF 

IF(DAY. ~.DAYS_ IN_ WONTH(WONTH)) THEN 

B.SE 

WONTH = MONTH • 1 
DAY : 1 

WONTH FLAG : 1 
OPEN (UNIT =11, FILE:' [FCST. DAT]TNKFCST' // 

MONTH_NAWE(MONTH)//'.DAT', STATUS:'NEJ', 
CARRIAGECONTROL:'LIST', IOSTAT:IER) 

IF(IER .NE. B) IRITE(•,21!1) IER, MONTH_NAWE(MONTH) 

DAY=DAY•l 

END IF 

B177 ENDIF 
1178 
1179 ENDIF 
B18!11 
B181 
8182 C ....... IRITE NEJ DATE TO PREVIOUS DATE FILE 
1183 
1184 
B185 
8186 
!11187 3111 
11188 

8189 
!11198 
8191 

BACKSPACE (UNIT:l!II,IOSTAT=IER) 
IF(IER.NE.I) IRITE(•,3!11) IER 
FORYAT(//SX,' Error During Backspace Code- ',I4/ 

SX,' Check [FCST.PREVIOUS_DATE]TNKFCST_DATE.DAT File') 
IRITE(1B,'(3I2)') YEAR, MONTH, DAY 

!11192 C ....... FIX DATE TO THE VARIABLES I VARi'l!ll1 
1193 
8194 
!11196 I_VARB!IIl " (YEAR•1B!II8!11) • (WDNTH.t18) • DAY 
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11196 
11197 
11198 
11199 C...... PREVENT USER FROW ENTERING DATE AND FORCE CURSOR TO START 
1121111 C .... , .. AT FIRST VARIAU 
112111 
1212 
112113 
112114 
1215 
11286 

IFLAGS(l) = FWS_ND_'IIRITE 
IFLAGS(2) "AIS_FDRCE_START 

11287 C ....... WAKE CALLS TO SUBROUTINES TO CREATE INPUT FDRIII AND ENTER DATA 
11218 
1219 
8211 181 CALL SUBPROCESS_ OPEN_ ID 
8211 CALL SB..ECT_AHSI 
11212 Call AI_Fon_Open (12, 'IDISFORUS.FRY 1

, IDerror) 
11213 Call AI_Forti_Input. ( 1TNKFCST', Fori_Int.erhce_Record, 
1214 !flags, terror, User_Check, •991) 
1215 Call AI_For•_Ciose (IOerror) 
8216 CALL SUBPROCESS CLOSE 10 
8217 
1218 
1219 C ....... WRITE DATA TO SCREEN AS Will. BE IRITIEN TO FILE AND 
8221 C ....... PRDWPT FOR CORRECTION 
11221 
1222 
1223 TYPE •• I 

1224 TYPE • 'I 
11225 TYPE • ' I 

1226 TYPE •, 1 The Following Dati Record li II be Appended to 
1227 1 t.lonthly Tank Far1 Forecast File ·' 
1228 
11229 
1238 41 
11231 
8232 
0233 
1234 
1235 .,.. 
1237 
1238 
8239 

" 

IRITE(•,411) 
FDRMAT(//1X, 1 123456789 123456789 123456789 123456789 

'123456789 123456789 1234&8789') 
IRITE(•,SB) I_VAR811, I_VARI12, I_VARI113, I_VARII14, 

I_VARIIS, I_VARI116, I_VARIII7, I_VARI18, 
I_VAR819, I_VAR811, I_VARIU, I_VARI12 

FORNAT(/,1X,l6,211,21X,913) 

SB..ECT"' 1N1 

11241 TYPE •, 1 Do You Need To Wake Any Corrections ?1 

8241 TYPE t, 1 Enter H or Y' 
8242 READ{•' I (A) 1

) SB..ECT 
8243 
8244 
8245 

IF{SB..ECT.EII. 1 Y' .DR. SB..ECT.EQ. 1
)'

1
) GOTD lfl8 

8248 
8247 C ....... WRITE DATA TO t.IONTHlY FILE 
1248 
8249 
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1251 IF (WI NTH_ FLAG . EQ.. 1) TliEN 
1251 LUN = 11 

1252 8..SE 
1253 LUN ,. 15 

Jll254 END IF 
1255 
1256 IRITE(LUN, 61) I_VARJIII1, I_VARJIII2, I_VARJIII3, I_VARJIII4, 
11257 I_VARIIS, I_VARIIJII6, I_VARII7, l_VARIJIIB, 
1258 I_VARII9, I_VARI11, I_VARilll, I_VARI12 
11259 " FORMAT(I8,211,21X,9I3) 
1261 
8261 

1262 TYPE '•' 
1263 TYPE '•' 
1264 TYPE •,' Data Appended to: [FCST. OAT] TNKFCST' 
1265 //WONTH_NAYE(WONTH)//'.DAT File.' 
1268 TYPE '•' 
1267 TYPE•,'' 
1288 
1289 Gll TO 211 
1271 
1271 "' TYPE•,'' 
1272 TYPE •,' 
1273 TYPE '•' 

'"' '" Call Exit 
1275 "'' 
PROGRAI.I SECTIONS 

Nne Bytes Attributes 

I ICODE 
1 SPOATA 
2 ILOCAL 

3 FORW RECORD 

Tot.al Space Allocated 

ENTRY POINTS 

Address Type Naee 

1-18111111 TANKIItiAIN 

VARIAIILES 

Address Type Naae 

2-BBBIBICI 1•4 DAY 

146= 
155(2)= lfll 

Error During Fore Input - Call Gregg A.' 

Hoee 946-5482 lork 376-1138' 

1771 PIC CON RB.. LCL SHR EXE RD NOIRT LONG 
738 PIC CON Ra LCL SHR NDEXE RD NOIRT LONG 

488 PIC CON RB.. LCL NOSHR NOEXE RD WRT LONG 
48 PIC OVR RB.. GilL SHR NDEXE RD WRT LONG 

3125 

References 

Attributes References 

78 126 

164= 173(2): 189 195 
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2-0BIBIIIJC8 1<4 IER 112:A 114(2) 115:A 118(2) 132:A 

135(2) 

148=A 151 (2) 188=A 189 (2) 185= 188(2) 
2-BIBIBIIOII 1<4 I ERROR 213A 
2-0111101JCC 1<4 IOERROR 212A 215A 

3-11118118818 1<4 I_VARIIIJl COIAI ~UIV " " 86 195: 232 

256 

3-888118114 h4 I VARflll2 COIAI ~UIV 86 86 232 256 
3-111111111118 1<4 I VARIJII3 COI&I EQ.UIV 67 86 232 256 
3-11111B888C Io4 I VARBI4 COIAI ~UIV " " 232 256 
3-111111811111 h4 I VAR885 COW ~UIV " " 232 256 
3-110118111114 h4 I VARI116 COt.ll ~UIV 76 86 232 256 

3-1801181118 h4 I VARI187 COJAI EQUIV 71 " 232 256 
3-118818111C h4 I VARIII18 COW ~UIV 72 " 232 256 
3-111111118211 1•4 I VARBII9 CCIAI ~UIV 73 " 232 256 
3-11111118124 Io4 I VAR111B COloN ~UIV " 86 232 256 
3-BBBI181128 h4 I VARI!ll COI&I ~UIV 75 86 232 256 
3-BB8BIB2C h4 I VARel12 COw.! EqUIV 76 86 232 256 .. !o4 WN 251:: 253: 256 
2-iliBIIIIIIBC h4 Ill NTH 76 113: 115 116 126 

129: 

132 136 143 145(2): 146 151 
161 183(2)= 186 169 "' 105 
284 

2-IIIB888C4 h4 llDNTH_ FLAG 188: 131: 147= 185= "' 
2-111111111084 CHAR SaECT 81 238: 242: 244 (2) 

2-0811811104 Ro4 USER CHECK 213A 
2-111BIIB0B8 h4 "'' 76 113= 128(2)= 141 169 

195 

ARRAYS 

Address Type Naee Attributes Bytes Di1enaions References 

2-IJI18SSI13B h4 DAYS_IN_WONTH " (12) 76 900 

161 
2-1180111880 1•4 DAYS IN WONTH_LY " (12) 76 930 

"' 3-SSB0SI181J Lo1 FORM INTERFACE RECORD - - COI&I EqUIV " (48) " " 213A 
2-118811118110 h4 !FLAGS " (12) 61 283: 

284= 

213A 

2-SSB088911 CHAR WDNTH _ NAioiE " (12) 56 62 

960 

115 116 "' 135 146 
151 186 169 284 
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PARAMETER CONSTANTS 

Type Nil•e 

"' Ft.II_FIB..D _BOLD 

"' Ft.II_FIELD_UNDERLINE 

"' RII_FORCE_ START 

"' Ft.ll NO ECHO 

"' Flll NO SEE 

"' Flll NO WRITE 

"' Ft.ll SET ERROR 

"' FMI_SET_EXCEPTIOH 

"' Ft.II_USER CHECK 

LABELS 

Address Lilbel 

1-8118111121 10' 
1-811111111A1 ,.. 
1-1111111111106 "' 1-111181111235 ... 
1-111111111263 SO' 

1-11.111111295 ... 
1-lllllllllllBA ... 
II-11111111136C 1H 
11-8111111116E4 2!0 
ll-iliiiiiiiiB911 ... 

FUNCTIONS AND SlJBROUTINES REFERENCED 

Type Na.e 

Ft.I_FORW__ CLOSE 
AI FORM INPUT 
Floi_FDRN_ OPEN 
FORI EXIT 
FORIOP€N 

SELECT ANSI 
SUBPRDCESS_CLDSE_IO 
SUBPROCESS_OPEN_IO 

·----------------------------------------------· 
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Referenu~ 

.. .. .. .. .. 

.. .. .. .. 

References 

"' "' 186 

"' 232 

256 
118 

21111 
269 
213A 

References 

215 
213 
212 

274 

112 

211 

218 

210 

.., 
"' "' "' .., .. , 
"' 203 .., .., .., 

1115f 
136f 151 169 
167f 
2311f 
2361 

259f 
1191 

244 
274f 
271f 

11S 132 148 165 



KEY TO REFERENCE FLAGS 
" - Value Yodified 

I - Defining Reference 

A - Actual Arguaent, possibly aodified 

D -Data Initialization 

(n) - Nuaber of occurrences on I ine 

·----------------------------------------------+ 

COMMAND QUALIFIERS 

FOR/LIS/CROSS/CHECK=ALL TANK 

/CHECK=(BOUNDS,OVERFLOW,UNDERFLOW) 
/DEBIJG;;(NOSYt.IBDLS, TRACEBACK) 
/STANDAR~(NDSYNTAX,NDSOURCE_FORW) 

/SHCI=(NDPREPROCESSOR,NOINCLUDE,WAP,NDDICTIONARY,SINGLEJ 
/WARNINGS" (GENERAL, NODECI.ARA TIONS, NOU... TRIX) 
/CONTINUATIONS=19 /CROSS_ REFERENCE fNOD _LINES /NOEXTEHD _SOURCE /F77 

/NOG_FLOATING /14 /NDWACHINE_CODE /OPTIWIZE 

CDWPILATION STATISTICS 

Run Tiae: 
Elapsed Tiae: 

Page Faults: 

Dynaaic Weaory: 

7. 99 seconds 

111.94 seconds ... 
432 pages 
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